Introduction
Bacterial biofilms are a persistent health problem. Characterized by a threshold population of bacteria surrounded by a selfsecreted extracellular matrix, biofilms are challenging to eliminate once formed. Host immune mechanisms are often ineffective against biofilms, as biofilms have been shown to Bacterial biofilms present a societal challenge, as they occur in the majority of infections but are highly resistant to both immune mechanisms and traditional antibiotics. In the pursuit of better understanding biofilm biology for developing new treatments, there is a need for streamlined, controlled platforms for biofilm growth and evaluation. We leverage advantages of microfluidics to develop a system in which biofilms are formed and sectioned, allowing parallel assays on multiple sections of one biofilm. A microfluidic testbed with multiple depth profiles was developed to accommodate biofilm growth and sectioning by hydraulically actuated valves. In realization of the platform, a novel fabrication technique was developed for creating multi-depth microfluidic molds using sequentially patterned photoresist separated and passivated by conformal coatings using atomic layer deposition. Biofilm thickness variation within three separately tested devices was less than 13% of the average thickness in each device, while variation between devices was 23% of the average thickness. In a demonstration of parallel experiments performed on one biofilm within one device, integrated valves were used to trisect the uniform biofilms with one section maintained as a control, and two sections exposed to different concentrations of sodium dodecyl sulfate. The technology presented here for multi-depth microchannel fabrication can be used to create a host of microfluidic devices with diverse architectures. While this work focuses on one application of such a device in biofilm sectioning for parallel experimentation, the tailored architectures enabled by the fabrication technology can be used to create devices that provide new biological information. biofilms, a number of in vitro models have been developed [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, just as each clinically observed infection is unique, biofilms grown in vitro also show variability within and between platforms [9, 10] . Variability between platforms precludes reliable comparison of biofilms under experimental conditions to biofilms under control conditions. Frequently, macroscale biofilm experiments will address these variations by forming a biofilm within one reactor, either on a continuous surface such as a catheter, or on individual coupons within the reactor [5, 11, 12] . The surface can then be segmented so that individual sections can be tested for biofilm characteristics and sensitivity.
The rapidly expanding field of microfluidics has fostered development of myriad lab-on-a-chip technologies ranging from gene expression assays [13] to cell and tissue culture [14, 15] . Advantages of microscale fluidic systems over macroscale technologies vary depending on the application, but often include the use of smaller sample volumes, a tighter control of the physical and chemical microenvironment, and the ability to integrate microscale sensors with fluidic handling, enabling real-time sensing and sensor feedback. These properties of microfluidics provide a significant advantage over traditional biofilm growth platforms such as macroscale flow cells and 96 well microplate-based devices; by shrinking the growth volume, the microenvironment of biofilms can be more tightly controlled within microfluidics. A smaller volume also minimizes the amount of reagent used within each study, maximizing the amount of information that can be gathered using a small volume of a reagent such as a stain, antibody, or drug under development. While studies of biofilms and of microfluidics have existed for decades, recently the two fields have merged and spawned research providing new insight on physical robustness of biofilms [16] , roles of intercellular communication [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and development of antibiotic resistance [22, 23] among other topics [24] .
Once the biofilm has formed in a microchannel, variability between devices still exists, as with macroscale biofilms [9, 25] . Performing different tests on separate portions of one biofilm provides an advantage over parallel biofilm formation, as the variability between biofilms formed in separate devices can preclude their accurate comparison when used as experimental and control groups in a biofilm assay. One method of addressing variability at the microscale is performing experiments on parallel biofilms grown in separate channels sharing a common inlet [17, 19] . However, in order to eliminate the possibility of cross-contamination between biofilm assays, it would be ideal to adapt the macroscale approach of physical biofilm segmentation for integration into a microfluidic biofilm growth platform. To the best of the authors' knowledge, partitioning one biofilm into several testable sections in a microfluidic setting has not been reported.
Within the field of microfluidics, valves are commonly used for controlling fluid flow within a device. There are many configurations of valves, such as implementation of external pins or solenoids [26, 27] to compress a fluidic channel embedded in the flexible silicone polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Integrating valves into the PDMS itself and using a pressurized gas [19, 28, 29] to control the valve orientation is a popular valving scheme used in much of today's microfluidic work. As opposed to externally actuated pins or solenoids, these types of integrated valves are convenient for imaging microfluidic channel contents, as using only an in-plane gas line for valve actuation maintains an open line of sight for optimal characterization of channel contents via microscopy. Valves created using this method are typically able to seal channels up to a certain depth, on the order of tens of microns, dependent on the aspect ratio of the channel, the material properties of the PDMS used, and the valve style [28] . Conversely, in order to obtain microfluidic biofilms with sufficient structure and maturity for response evaluation, microfluidic channels are typically constructed with depths of at least 100 μm so that the amount of shear stress imposed upon the biofilm does not delaminate the structure or prevent biofilm maturation. The differing depth requirements of PDMS valves and biofilm growth within microfluidics may be addressed, as in this work, by fabricating multi-depth microfluidic channels that are shallow in the valve regions and deep in areas for biofilm growth.
Photoresist structures may be patterned on top of a rigid substrate and used directly for molding PDMS [30] . While several iterations of depositing and patterning one or multiple types of photoresist may create multiple heights on one wafer, preserving a photoresist pattern throughout subsequent lithography cycles often proves challenging. In this work, the incompatibilities presented by patterning multiple layers of photoresists are avoided by implementing a passivation layer of Al 2 O 3 deposited via atomic layer deposition (ALD). ALD is capable of creating high quality, thin, conformal layers of a multitude of materials at low temperatures [31, 32] . While ALD-deposited materials have been used on photoresist as an etch mask [33] or as a layer to be patterned by liftoff [34, 35] , to the best of the authors' knowledge ALD has not been implemented in creating a chemical and structural passivation layer for photoresist.
We present a device designed to segment bacterial biofilms in one microfluidic channel for multiplexed experiments. Sectioning is achieved by integrating hydraulically actuated valves into the PDMS microfluidic device. The differing depth requirements of PDMS valves (shallow, rounded) and biofilm growth (deep) are negotiated by creating a mold with two types of photoresist. Fabrication incompatibilities between resist types are circumvented by passivating pre-existing photoresist structures using ALD. The final device was implemented in a successful demonstration of biofilm growth and segmentation, and used to evaluate the effects of different concentrations of the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) on mature biofilms.
Methods

Device design
The valved device includes one set of microfluidic channels where biofilms grow and are controlled, and another set of microfluidic channels for operating valves that manipulate the biofilms. An overview of the device operation is depicted in figures 1(a) and (b). The device was designed to have one central microfluidic channel where biofilms form and mature, with access to side channels blocked by closed valves ( figure  1(a) ). After maturation, the central channel is divided into three sections using hydraulically actuated valves integrated in the PDMS structure. Valves that formerly blocked access to the side channels are opened, as shown in figure 1(b), to allow flow over each of the three sections of preformed biofilm.
In order to control the flow in a streamlined manner, hydraulically actuated 'push-up' style valves [28] were integrated in the two device layers of PDMS (figure 1(c)). Microchannels in the top layer contain biofilms and the surrounding media. The bottom layer contains channels covered by a thin PDMS membrane and filled with liquid, to which pressure is applied. In the valve area, this pressure deforms the membrane and presses it against the rounded ceiling of the top channel, thereby closing the valve ( figure 1(d) ).
The amount of membrane deflection relies on many factors, including the channel dimensions, PDMS thickness, and applied pressure [28] . The maximum deflection of a push-upstyle valve is typically no more than 60 μm [28] . The channel geometry, including its depth, is directly related to shear stress; the shear stress in turn affects biofilm growth properties, such as thickness and structure [12, 16, 18] . In this work, we maintained continuity with our previous work by maintaining a 100 μm channel depth for biofilm growth, as altering the shear rate can affect the base state of the biofilm. As the integrated valves require a channel less than 60 μm in height, it was necessary to design a compromise between the two depth requirements, as shown in figures 1(c) and (d). The top layer of PDMS contains channels that are mostly deep; in the areas to be sealed by valves, the channel profile is shallow and rounded, allowing for more complete sealing than a square profile. In order to create valved, multi-depth channels, the control channel and membrane must be the bottom-most layer, as opposed to the top layer, with PDMS spun on-top of the control channel [29] ; the fluidic channel is created by a mold with multiple heights, on top of which spinning a uniform PDMS membrane is difficult.
Fabrication
The channel profiles in both PDMS layers were created using photoresist molds patterned photolithographically on a silicon wafer. Schematics of the device layout indicating the mask layers used are shown in figure 1(e). The fluidic channels are 350 μm wide, and the central channel through which biofilms are grown are 24 mm long.
Molds for PDMS microfluidics.
The mold for the bottom layer of PDMS containing the valve control channels is fabricated from a single, 35 μm layer of Microchem KMPR 1050 patterned on a silicon wafer.
The mold for the top layer of PDMS, containing the two-depth channels where biofilms are grown, is fabricated according to the process depicted in figure 2 . First, the shallow valve areas are defined in 22 μm -thick AZ 9260. AZ 9260 was chosen as the resist for the valve areas due to its ability to be reflowed. After exposure and development, the resist is hardbaked on a hotplate at 175 °C for 20 min to create the rounded profile. In order to prevent cracking due to large thermal gradients, the wafer is placed on a room temperature hotplate, and is allowed to remain there as it heats to the final bake temperature, during the hardbake, and after the hardbake as the hotplate naturally cools to room temperature. The high bake temperature also drives out residual solvents in preparation for subsequent processing. After hardbaking, ALD is used to deposit a 100 nm layer of Al 2 O 3 at 150 °C over the AZ 9260 pattern. As a result of the low temperature deposition process and resulting dense and conformal film, this layer protects the AZ 9260 pattern from interactions with solvents in subsequent processes without sacrificing the underlying form of the resist. A layer of 100 μm -thick KMPR 1050 is patterned on top of the Al 2 O 3 barrier layer to form the mold for deep sections of the fluidic channel where biofilms grow. KMPR 1050 was used to mold the biofilm growth sections due to its suitability for creating thick, structural, photopatterned films. The KMPR 1050 could not be deposited prior to the AZ 9260, since the thick KMPR 1050 structures immediately adjacent to the rounded valve area obstruct the use of photolithography to pattern the AZ 9260 footprint and profile.
PDMS processing. Both molds are treated with a solution of Alconox
® powdered precision cleaner prior to PDMS processing to prevent PDMS adhesion to the mold surface. Patterned wafers are immersed in a petri dish with 0.75% Alconox ® detergent dissolved in deionized (DI) water for 2 min, removed, and allowed to air dry. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) prepared in a ratio of 20:1 (base: curing agent) is spun on top of the valve control channel mold to a final thickness of approximately 50 μm, creating approximately 15 μm-thin membranes at the valve areas (supplementary materials, figure S1) (stacks.iop.org/JMM/25/095003/ mmedia). PDMS for the fluidic layer is prepared in a 5:1 ratio (base: curing agent) and poured over the fluidic mold. The PDMS-covered molds are cured in a furnace for 15 min at 60 °C. The fluidic layer PDMS is peeled off its mold and cut into pieces corresponding to each fluidic device. Inlet and outlet holes are drilled into the fluidic layer PDMS with a 0.2 mm dermatological punch. The fluidic layer pieces are aligned to and placed on top of the hydraulic control layer still on its mold, and the stack is baked again in a furnace at 80 °C for 3 h. Due to the mismatch in PDMS component ratios in the two layers, the partially cured layers are bonded together during a long bake at this higher temperature [36] . PDMS stacks corresponding to each device are cut and peeled off the control channel mold. Holes for the control channel inlets are drilled through each stack, which is permanently bonded to a glass coverslip by exposing bonding surfaces to oxygen plasma for 30 s at 20 W and 400 mTorr. Bonded devices are baked in a furnace for 3 h at 60 °C to strengthen the bond.
Device preparation
Fluidic connections are made to the device as described in previous work [20] . 1/16″ barbed tubing connectors were inserted into the inlet and outlet holes and connected with Tygon ® tubing to either a syringe pump or a microcentrifuge tube serving as a waste reservoir. The hydraulic control channels are prepared for operation by pre-filling with deionized (DI) water mixed with a drop of standard food coloring. If these channels are not pre-filled with liquid, as pressure is applied to the channel via pressurized nitrogen, the gas diffuses through the thin PDMS membrane at the valves and reemerges in the fluidic channel as a bubble, interrupting flow and delaminating adherent biofilms. Tubing connected to the hydraulic control channel inlets is coupled to a filled syringe dispensing dyed DI water at a flow rate of 20 μL h −1 . As the control channels lack outlets, flow is stopped when dyed water is visually confirmed to have reached the ends of the channels. The tubing connected to the control channels is subsequently connected to a tank of controlled, pressurized nitrogen. To close valves, a nitrogen pressure of 15 psi is applied to the control channel controlling the valves to be closed. Valves are opened by releasing this pressure.
Operation: biofilm growth
Channels are sterilized in both device orientations by using a flow rate of 20 μL h −1 to introduce 70% ethanol into the channels for 30 min. After rinsing the device with DI water at 20 μL h −1 for 30 min, again for both orientations, the device is reverted to biofilm growth orientation as in figure 1(a) .
A culture of Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655, grown overnight at 250 rpm and 37 °C, is diluted to an OD 600 of 0.25 in Lysogeny broth (LB) media and injected into the device just until the channel is filled. The suspension is incubated in the device under static conditions for 2 h in a 37 °C incubator to allow bacterial adhesion to the PDMS channel floor. With the device remaining in the incubator, flow of sterile LB growth media at 7.5 μL h −1 is initiated after the incubation period and applied continuously for the set time period of biofilm growth. 
Operation: biofilm segmentation
In the presented biofilm segmentation studies, biofilms were grown as previously described. After the set period of biofilm growth time, the valve orientation was switched by releasing the pressure from the valves blocking the side channels, and applying pressure to the control channels controlling the valves in the central channel. Each section could then be exposed to treatment as shown in the schematic in figure 1(b) ; in this demonstration of the device's applicability to biofilm studies, two sections were exposed to two different SDS concentrations (0.1% and 0.2% in LB media) at 7.5 μL h −1 for one hour, and one section was maintained as a control via exposure to LB media at 7.5 μL h −1 for one hour.
Staining, confocal microscopy, image analysis
Biofilms were stained, imaged, and analyzed based on previously developed procedures [20, 21] . After biofilm formation or treatment, biofilms were rinsed with deionized water then stained with the Filmtracer ™ LIVE/DEAD ® Biofilm Viability Kit (Molecular Probes, Inc.), using equal proportions of SYTO9 and propidium iodide introduced into the biofilm-containing channels at a flow rate of 7.5 μL h −1
. The biofilms were rinsed again with deionized water and imaged using confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 710). One spot was imaged in each of the three segments per device; images were obtained close to the center point of each segment, approximately 4 mm away from the valve areas. COMSTAT [37] was used to quantitatively analyze confocal image stacks and obtain average thickness, biomass, and substratum coverage values. Confocal image stacks were visualized using Imaris (Bitplane, Inc.). As the viability stain assay was not calibrated for biofilms formed within this platform, quantitative viability data is not presented here. JMP ® statistical analysis software was used for all statistical calculations.
Results
Fabrication of multiple channel profiles and valve functionality
Deposition of a physical and chemical barrier via ALD proved a reliable method for patterning multiple resist formulations and profiles. Using the methods described above, a 100% yield of intact AZ 9260 was obtained repeatably. Successful patterning of the two photoresists to obtain the desired profiles is depicted by the profilometry data and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in figures 3(a) and (b). As shown, the KMPR 1050 was patterned to be 100 μm thick, while the rounded AZ 9260 structure typically had a peak height of 35 μm.
Microfluidic devices fabricated from the two photoresist molds were assembled to form valved microfluidic channels. The functionality of the valves was confirmed by introducing flow of deionized water dyed with food coloring ( figure  4 and supplementary material, figure S2 ) (stacks.iop.org/ JMM/25/095003/mmedia).
Biofilm uniformity
In order to use the device for biofilm studies with integrated controls, biofilms grown in the central channel must be uniform so that upon segmentation, the control section may be compared to the experimental sections in good faith knowing that prior to segmentation, all sections were comparable. It was noted that the shallow valve regions do not become clogged with biofilm, and growth occurs on both sides of the open valve area as depicted in supplementary material, figure S3 (stacks.iop.org/JMM/25/095003/mmedia). The lack of bacterial growth within the valve region is hypothesized to be due to the increased amount of shear stress in the shallow, rounded sections of the channel as compared to the 100 μm-deep regions. Increased shear imposed on the biofilm within the valve region can reduce its thickness and can inhibit overall growth.
Uniformity was verified by growing E. coli biofilms in the central channel for 48 h, then staining, imaging, and analyzing the biofilm in each of the three segments. The segments are denoted as I, II, and III, corresponding to the segment closest to the inlet, the middle segment, and segment closest to the outlet respectively, as indicated in figure 5(a) . Two of the devices, Devices 1 and 2 as shown in figure 5 (b), were tested in parallel, while Device 3 was tested one month later. Results from the three devices tested are summarized in figure 5(b) and samples of rendered confocal microscopy images from one device are shown in figures 5(c)-(e) .
The results show that biofilms have small thickness variations within each device, with standard deviations (SD) less than 2 μm, 13% of the average thickness at greatest.
Comparatively, this variation within a device was smaller than that between devices (SD = 3.9 μm, 23%). In comparing the average thicknesses between devices, it is noted that this variation is large enough so that all three devices produced biofilms significantly different from each other (P-value < 0.05). The average thickness of all points measured over all devices is 16.5 μm, with a 3.5 μm (21%) standard deviation. Using an unweighted analysis of variance, the variance between devices was 9.82 μm 2 (standard error [SE] 2.25, P-value 0.8388), and the variance within a device between measurement locations was 0.61 μm 2 (SE 0.67, P-value 0.000 6). The smaller differences in average thickness over one channel as compared between the three devices highlight the importance of an integrated control. These results confirm that the biofilms are uniform throughout the central channel of each device, and have more uniform thicknesses than biofilms grown between devices.
The results of this thickness uniformity study are analogous to results obtained in other single channel, single depth microfluidic devices. An example of one such set of results obtained using four devices tested in parallel is provided in supplementary material, figure S4 (stacks.iop.org/ JMM/25/095003/mmedia). Similar to the uniformity study in branched, valved microfluidic devices, the thickness variation within each single-channel device (SD < 3 μm, 16% of the average thickness at greatest) was less than that between devices (SD = 14.9 μm, 75%). The observation of large variation in biofilms formed in separate devices tested in parallel, regardless of geometry, supports the need for controls to be integrated within each microfluidic device in order to ensure reliable comparison and evaluation of biofilm treatments.
While biofilm thickness is a frequently used parameter for evaluating the state of a biofilm, a greater understanding of biofilms may be gained using additional metrics such as biomass or substratum coverage [37] . Biofilm uniformity in the valved devices was analyzed in terms of biomass and substratum coverage, and these data are presented in supplementary material, figure S5 (stacks.iop.org/JMM/25/095003/mmedia). In comparing the averaged biomass between devices, it is noted that the biofilms formed in Devices 1 and 2 were not significantly different from each other (P-value 0.6811), but the biofilm formed in Device 3 had a significantly different biomass (P-value < 0.05) from Devices 1 and 2. Substratum coverage was also only significantly different between Devices 2 and 3 (P-value < 0.05), while Device 1 did not produce a significantly different substratum coverage from either Device 2 or 3 (P-value 0.3623 and P-value 0.1094, respectively). The variation of biomass within each device (SD = 1.7 μm 3 μm −2 at greatest) was comparable to the variation between devices (SD = 2.1 μm 3 μm −2 ). Variation of substratum coverage within each device (SD = 11.5% at greatest) was also similar to the variation of substratum coverage between devices (SD = 10.5%). Considering these observations, the parameters of biomass and substratum coverage appear to have little dependence on whether the measurements are pooled from one biofilm in one microfluidic channel, or several biofilms formed in different devices.
Biofilm segmentation
The applicability of the device toward biofilm studies was demonstrated by testing biofilm sensitivity to SDS within a single device. SDS is an anionic surfactant that has been shown to denature the bacterial cell wall by solubilizing its phospholipid and protein contents [38, 39] . Exposure of bacterial biofilms to SDS has been used as a gauge of biofilm health [40] , as well as a method for preventing biofilm formation [41] . After growing E. coli biofilms for 60 h, the valve orientation was switched, dividing the central channel into three sections, as depicted in figures 1(b) and 4(b). The three biofilm sections were either treated with 0.1% or 0.2% SDS, or remained untreated as a control. Two devices were tested in parallel; the location of each treatment within the device (i.e. section I, II, or III as pictured in figure 6(a) ) was varied between the devices as described in table 1. Thickness results from the segmentation studies are summarized in figure 6(b) , and samples of rendered confocal microscopy images from one of the devices are presented in figures 6(c)-(e). In both devices, the control biofilm was thickest, and increasing the SDS concentration decreased the measured thickness in the applicable segment. Additionally, there appears to be no relationship between location of treatment administration and the results obtained; despite administration of treatments to biofilm segments at different locations within the device, both devices show similar trends for thickness versus SDS concentration. This observation relies on the observed biofilm uniformity within the channel (figure 5), which enables the assumption that the control segment represents state the biofilms in the other two segments would have achieved if not for SDS exposure. The results demonstrate the use of microfluidic devices to perform multiple, controlled experiments on a single biofilm.
Discussion
This work has two major contributions: the concept of a microfluidic device with an integrated biofilm control, and the photoresist passivation technology used to create this device. The device itself features integrated valves to section biofilms grown in microfluidics. This was accomplished via a novel fabrication method addressing the differing depth requirements for valves and biofilms by patterning multiple layers of photoresist with ALD-deposited passivation in between layers.
This fabrication technique was used to create an unprecedented device for parallel biofilm studies. The developed microfluidic platform addresses the issue of intrinsic variability in biofilms. While the variability can partially be addressed by performing an experiment multiple times and examining data trends, implementing internal controls adds an additional level of scientific rigor. While variation in biomass and substratum coverage was comparable between devices, the need for internal controls is clear in the device-to-device variation of biofilm thickness in this work. In this demonstration of the valved biofilm sectioning device, within-device biofilm variation was less than between-device variation. By comparing sections of one biofilm grown in one device, fewer iterations of an experiment would be required to obtain a representative understanding of the biofilm phenomena at play than if biofilms were grown in and compared between separate devices. Expansion of the device design to include more biofilm sections than the three demonstrated in this work will also allow more experiments to be performed in the same platform. These experiments could range from the identification of appropriate staining procedures to the evaluation of biofilm sensitivity to antibiotics or shear stress.
In order to create the device presented here, a new fabrication process for protecting photoresist from chemical attack by solvents was developed. The use of ALD to deposit chemically passivating barriers on photoresist reliably allowed patterned resist to withstand further photolithographic processing. This capability is particularly of interest since it enables creation of unique architectures in PDMS, such as the multi-profile microchannels in this work, which might otherwise be more difficult and costly to create using other PDMS molding methodologies. ALD can be used to passivate a multitude of photoresists or other polymeric materials with different patterning capabilities or thicknesses to create varied microchannel geometries. As the body of research on ALD processing expands, there are an increasing number of methods for low-temperature deposition of a variety of materials [31, 42] , which in turn may be used for passivating polymers more sensitive to high temperatures. The ability to deposit very thin layers of high quality material facilitates the creation of even finer passivated photoresist patterns than those demonstrated here (on the order of 100 μm). Using ALD passivation allows researchers the freedom to use any polymeric materials regardless of compatibility.
The fabrication technology of ALD passivation of photoresist to create multi-depth, multi-profile microfluidics also can be applied to an even broader number of applications even outside the field of bacterial biofilms. Microfluidics with mixed profiles can be applied to the growing number of tissue culture studies in microenvironments [14, 43] . Multi-depth microfluidics would also be useful in hydrodynamic studies where the channel dimensions would affect the results [44] .
This work features hydraulically actuated PDMS push-up valves, with the control channel and spun-on membrane as the bottom-most PDMS layer and the multi-depth channel on top; this configuration entails biofilm growth on top of a PDMS substrate. The device presented here is suited for inverted confocal microscopy imaging, as the light path must only pass through the coverslip and the bottom-most PDMS layer before encountering the biofilm. While using confocal microscopy is a standard method for biofilm observation and quantification [45] , more information about biofilms can be gathered in a continuous manner by integrating sensors into the microfluidic platform. As the biofilm grows on top of PDMS, integration of electrical or mechanical sensors would require sensor fabrication within or on top of the PDMS [46, 47] , or integration of pre-fabricated sensors into the PDMS [48, 49] . While possible, these processes may require extensive characterization so that the sensor integration fabrication processes do not preclude valve operation. The device is immediately compatible with off-chip, continuous optical detection methods such as optical density [20, 50] or on-chip fluorescence [51] . The integrated hydraulic valves featured in this work allow the entire device to remain compact and to be integrated without opaque instrumentation impeding lightpaths. Expanding this methodology to include integrated biofilm optical density measurement for continuously evaluating the biofilm state will provide additional information unattainable with end-point measurements from microscopy [20, 50] . For instance, any instantaneous changes in the biofilm structure can be measured as the valve orientations are switched for biofilm sectioning. Real-time biofilm sensitivity to antibiotics can also be measured, offering more detailed information about antibiotic tolerance kinetics than end-point microscopy can provide.
Conclusions
Microfluidics provide a convenient platform for targeting the challenge of bacterial biofilms, enabling scientific studies and drug testing in a small format easily integrated with many sensing modalities. We address the issue of biofilm variability between microfluidic devices by creating a platform where one biofilm is grown and sectioned into discrete segments that can each be subjected to different treatments in parallel or used as internal controls. Sectioning is achieved using hydraulic valves integrated with a two-depth biofilm growth channel, enabled by ALD passivation of a photoresist mold to bypass incompatibilities between multiple photoresists. The platform was successfully used to segment biofilms and evaluate sensitivity to SDS. In this work, we observed the need for integrated controls in biofilm studies and how the presented platform addresses this need. The novel ALD passivation technology developed to enable this work has an even broader impact beyond the biofilm research community, as photoresist passivation enables a host of microfluidic devices with varied cross-sectional geometries. Our work introduces an additional degree of freedom in channel geometry into the microfluidic toolbox, thereby expanding experimental design options as well as the broader base of scientific knowledge produced by microfluidic technologies.
